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ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION1

DOCKET NO. _________2

DIRECT TESTIMONY3

OF4

TRACY J. DENCKER5

6

Q. Ms. Dencker, will you please state your name, address, and position with7

Ameren Services?8

A. My name is Tracy J. Dencker.  My business address is 1901 Chouteau Avenue,9

St. Louis, Missouri.  I am the project engineer in Transmission Line Design for10

Ameren Services Company (“Ameren Services”) who will be designing the new11

lines described herein.  Ameren Services provides various services to Illinois12

Power Company d/b/a AmerenIP and to other Ameren affiliates. Prior to the13

merger of CIPSCO, Inc. and Union Electric Company, I was employed by Central14

Illinois Public Service Company.15

Q. How long have you been so employed?16

A. I have been employed 14 years, first with the utility, and now Ameren Services.17

Q. Will you state briefly your training and experience for the position you now18

hold?19

A. I have a Bachelor degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of20

Missouri-Rolla.  I have also attended industry-related seminars.  I have 14 years21

of utility engineering experience, mostly as a transmission line design engineer22

for Ameren Services.  I am currently an alternate member of the EEI23
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NESC/Electric Utilities Representatives Coordinating Task Force Subcommittee24

4—Overhead Lines, Clearances.25

Q.  What is the purpose of your testimony?26

A. The purpose of my testimony is to support the Petition  for a Certificate of27

Convenience and Necessity, by providing information regarding the design and28

construction of the proposed 345 kilovolt (“kV”), three phase, multigrounded,29

transmission lines to be constructed  in Randolph, Monroe, Washington and St.30

Clair Counties in Illinois.31

Q. Will you explain AmerenIP Exhibit 3.1?32

A. This is a drawing depicting the primary route for the proposed line connecting the33

AmerenIP Baldwin Switchyard to the AmerenUE Rush Island Switchyard34

("Baldwin-Rush Line") and two alternate routes.  The primary route is marked in35

green, with the first alternate route marked in brown, and the second alternate36

route marked in red.  Also attached hereto are legal descriptions of the primary37

and alternate routes.  The legal description for the primary route is marked38

AmerenIP Exhibit 3.1A, the legal description for the first alternate route is39

marked AmerenIP Exhibit 3.1B, and the legal description for the second alternate40

route is marked AmerenIP Exhibit 3.1C.41

Q. Will you explain AmerenIP Exhibit 3.2?42

A. AmerenIP Exhibit 3.2 is a drawing depicting the primary route for the proposed43

line connecting the Prairie State Switchyard to the AmerenIP Stallings – Baldwin44

345 kV line ("Prairie West Line") and two alternate routes.  The primary route is45

marked in green, with the first alternate route marked in brown, and the second46
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alternate route marked in red.  Also attached hereto are legal descriptions of the47

primary and alternate routes.  The legal description for the primary route is48

marked AmerenIP Exhibit 3.2A, the legal description for the first alternate route49

is marked AmerenIP Exhibit 3.2B, and the legal description for the second50

alternate route is marked AmerenIP Exhibit 3.2C.  The exhibit also depicts the51

primary route for the proposed line connecting the Prairie State Switchyard to the52

AmerenIP Baldwin – Mt. Vernon 345 kV line ("Prairie South Line").  The legal53

description for the primary route is marked AmerenIP Exhibit 3.2D.54

Q. Will the primary and alternate routes identified be in close proximity to any55

foreign company facilities?56

A. Yes, attached hereto as AmerenIP Exhibits 3.3 and 3.4 are AmerenIP drawings57

depicting the AmerenIP and foreign company facilities which are involved with58

or are located in close proximity to the primary proposed 345 kV transmission59

line routes.  As indicated by the legend in the lower left-hand corner of the60

drawings, the proposed and existing AmerenIP facilities have been identified by61

an encircled letter.  The legend also includes an index of foreign facilities, which62

are also identified by an encircled number.63

Q. Please describe the various transmission facilities to be constructed.64

A. The proposed Baldwin – Rush Line is approximately 26 miles in length.  The65

typical structure installed to support the line will be single shaft steel pole.  The66

typical pole height will be 95 feet above ground.  The average span length will be67

approximately 900 feet, with a maximum span of approximately 1,100 feet.  Each68

phase conductor will be bundled 954 KCM Cardinal ACSS, and the shield wire69
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will be either 7#7 AW, ½” E.H.S, or equivalent fiber optic ground wire.  Fiber70

optic shield wire may be required for substation communication purposes.  The71

insulators will be porcelain bells.  All proposed structures will be designed with72

concrete foundations, thus eliminating guy wires and anchors.  Foundations will73

typically be 8 feet in diameter and project out of the ground approximately 3 feet.74

The Mississippi River crossing structures will be lattice towers.  The typical tower75

height will be approximately 300 feet above ground.  The maximum span length76

will be approximately 2,900 feet.  All proposed towers will be designed with four77

concrete foundations projecting out of the ground approximately 20 feet.78

The proposed Prairie West Line is approximately 7.2 miles in length.  The79

proposed Prairie South Line is approximately 1 mile in length.  The typical80

structure installed to support each of these two lines will be double circuit, single81

shaft steel pole.  The typical pole height will be 110 feet above ground.  The82

average span length will be approximately 900 feet, with a maximum span of83

approximately 1,100 feet.  Each phase conductor will be bundled 954 KCM84

Cardinal ACSS, and the shield wire will be either 7#7 AW, ½” E.H.S, or85

equivalent fiber optic ground wire.  Fiber optic shield wire may be required for86

substation communication purposes.  The insulators will be porcelain bells.  All87

proposed structures will be designed with concrete foundations, thus eliminating88

guy wires and anchors.  Foundations will typically be 8 feet in diameter and89

project out of the ground approximately 3 feet.90

Q.  Were any alternate routes considered in the design of the proposed line?91

A. Yes. I will explain the relative pros and cons of each.92
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Q. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed and alternate93

routes for the proposed Baldwin – Rush Island line?94

A. Advantages of the proposed primary Baldwin – Rush Line route are: it is one of95

the least cost routes; it impacts the least amount of agricultural land; it does not96

affect any centennial or sesquicentennial farms; and it crosses the fewest number97

of creeks and ponds.  A centennial or sesquicentennial farm is a registered farm98

that has been in the same family for over 100 or 150 years. This route maintains99

an equal distance away from the incorporated communities of Red Bud and Ruma100

in Randolph County.  As part of the route selection criteria, we tried to maintain a101

distance no closer than 1.5 miles to incorporated communities wherever possible102

without jeopardizing additional environmental or agricultural impacts,103

notwithstanding my testimony below, which references the Village of Baldwin.104

Advantages of the first alternate Baldwin – Rush Line route are:  it avoids105

traversing through the incorporated community of Baldwin; and it affects the106

fewest number of occupied houses and buildings within 200 feet of centerline.107

Disadvantages of this alternate route are: it is the most expensive, it affects the108

greatest number of centennial farms: it has the largest number of major creek109

crossings; it crosses the most karst topography (terrain characterized by caves,110

sinkholes, and underground drainages), a portion of the route is in close proximity111

to a no build zone, and it has the largest portion of line within a five mile112

proximity to state park and conservation areas.113

Disadvantages of the second alternate Baldwin – Rush Line route are: it114

affects the greatest amount of agricultural land; it crosses mid parcel through a115
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large centennial farm, it parallels the northern portion of the incorporated116

community of Ruma within a quarter mile; it has similar quantities of creek and117

pond crossings as the first alternate, it comes in close proximity to a wetlands118

area, it is one of the longest in length, and it angles across the Mississippi River119

increasing the crossing span by approximately 400 feet.  The advantages of this120

route are:  it avoids the incorporated communities of Baldwin and Fults; it affects121

the least number of landowners; and it crosses or parallels the least amount of122

designated “flood plain” area.123

Because of the significant disadvantages to the two alternate routes, the124

primary route was selected as preferred.125

Q. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed and alternate126

routes for the proposed Prairie West Line and Prairie South Line?127

A. Advantages of the proposed primary Prairie West Line route are:  it is one of the128

least cost routes; the route affects the fewest number of property owners; it affects129

the fewest number of structures within 200 feet of the proposed centerline; it130

maintains the greatest distance from the incorporated community of Marissa; it131

crosses the least number of creeks; it is the shortest in length; and it maintains the132

greatest distance from an existing 345 kV transmission line which exposes the133

transmission system grid during natural disasters.134

Advantages of the first alternate Prairie West Line route are:  that it135

follows an existing AmerenIP 345 kV line, which is an existing utility corridor,136

and it has fewer buildings or structures within 200 feet of the centerline than the137
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other routes. Disadvantages of this alternate route are:  it is the most expensive;138

this line is the longest in length; this route follows an existing AmerenIP 345 kV139

line which would provide a limited work area during construction; and it crosses140

through the incorporated town of Marissa.141

Disadvantages of the second alternate Prairie West Line route are:  this142

route parallels the boundary of incorporated Marissa; and it affects the greatest143

number of buildings or structures within 200 feet of proposed centerline; and it144

crosses the greatest number of creeks and ponds with poor accessibility for145

construction and future line maintenance.  The advantages of this route are: it is146

one of the least cost routes; it impacts less agricultural area, and it provides a 0.5147

mile distance buffer from an existing 345 kV transmission line which exposes the148

transmission system grid during natural disasters149

Based on the disadvantages of the alternate routes, the primary route was150

selected as preferred.151

No alternate to the Prairie South Line was considered.  The primary route152

impacts one landowner, Prairie State, who owns the generating facility requiring153

outlet capacity.  Because of this fact there was no need to consider an alternate154

route.155

Q. Has a document been prepared that provides basic route information for all156

of the proposed routes?157

A. Yes, attached hereto as AmerenIP Exhibit 3.5 is a set of data sheets which provide158

basic information on the primary and alternate routes for the proposed lines.159
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Q. Were efforts made to avoid or minimize the routes location in regards to160

incorporated communities?161

A. Yes, as shown in AmerenIP Exhibit 3.5, we tried to avoid structures within 200162

feet of all the proposed routes.  After our informational workshop on December 7,163

2005, we re-prioritized our route segments from the Baldwin Switchyard to the164

Kaskaskia River to minimize potential impact on local community growth for165

Baldwin.  The community of Baldwin expressed concerns that their town’s166

growth was to the east and that our two proposed alternate routes would167

encompass the town on three sides where expansion would most likely develop.168

Q. Will there be any above ground fixture located on agricultural land other169

than support structures, conductor, guys and anchors?170

A. No.171

Q. Will AmerenIP place any guy wires and anchors along the right-of-way lines172

or land division lines where possible?173

A. No.  All proposed new angle structures will be self supporting steel poles with174

concrete foundations and no guy wires.175

Q. If the electric line parallels public right-of-way, but is to be placed on private176

land, how far from the edge of right-of-way will the centerline of the support177

structures be placed?178

A. The centerline of the structures will typically be placed 75 feet from the edge of179

the right-of-way.  This is typical in the industry.  The attached AmerenIP Exhibits180
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3.6 and 3.7 depict the right-of-way corridor, centerline of structure, and typical181

structure configuration.182

Q. Does this conclude your testimony?183

A. Yes it does.184


